An efficient optical modulation technique for multi-input multi-output (MIMO) orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) visible light communication system is proposed in this paper. The proposed modulation technique is termed as extended spatial-index light-emitting diode (LED) modulation. In the proposed technique, the indices (the spatial domain) of the LEDs are exploited in a dynamic style to not only get rid of the optical OFDM time-domain (OFDM td ) shaping problem but also to expand the LED indices spatial modulation domain. The indices of the active LEDs in the proposed technique are changed from the two LEDs active situation to the situation where all or several LEDs are active. Moreover, within the selected active LED indices, the power weight distribution and the positions of the OFDM components are varied to expand the resultant spatial domain. Therefore, the proposed technique offers a considerable spectral efficiency improvement over the up-to-date LED index OFDM modulation schemes even with a lower number of LEDs.
Introduction
The last decade has witnessed a phenomenal growth in wireless communications data. According to [1] , mobile data traffic is expected to grow to 30.6 exabytes per month by 2020 (an eight-fold increase over 2015). To fulfill the ever-growing demand for such wireless data and with the aggravating limitations of the radio frequency (RF) spectrum, communication experts are rethinking visible light communication (VLC) as it is considered one of the optimal solutions for the indoor communications. Moreover, VLC attracts considerable interest in view of the fifth-generation (5G) wireless communication requirements.
With the state-of-art lighting light-emitting diode (LED) technology, VLC can also fulfill the low power requirement of the internet of things (IoT) PHY layer design [2] . Moreover, with the existing infrastructure in place for lighting in daily use and other distinct advantages such as an average bit error rate (ABER) of 10 −3 over a distance of 1 m. In [24] , the SE of the OWC system was enhanced by exploring different wavelengths in the visible light band.
Recently, spatial modulation (SM) [25] [26] [27] [28] techniques were integrated with the optical MIMO-OFDM to improve the VLC system spectral and power efficiency [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] , where the indices of transmit LEDs (spatial LEDs positions) were exploited to convey additional bits or to handle the complex OFDM time-domain shaping problem. For example, the need for a DC bias was eliminated in [30] by using 2 × 2 MIMO-LED SM. The OPE of the aforesaid system was significantly improved at the same SE, where the positive and negative OFDM time-domain signals transmitted at the same time over different LED indices. In [31] , a four MIMO-LEDs were split into two different transmit groups to separately convey the real and the imaginary parts of the complex OFDM signal, and the scheme was teamed as MIMO-OFDM generalized LED index modulation (GLIM-OFDM). Based on each OFDM component sign information in the GLIM-OFDM, only one LED was activated in each group to convey the absolute value of that component over the VLC channel. In other words, two out of four LED indices would be inactive while the other two LEDs were exploited to convey the data. The GLIM-OFDM achieved a significant improvement in OPE and SE when it was compared to other optical OFDM systems [31] . Even so, there is a strict restriction on the number of LEDs at the GLIM TX.
As it was reported in [32, 33] , the GLIM LED number must be 2 m where m is any integer ≥2. Therefore, in [32] , a LED grouping scheme was proposed to handle the GLIM-OFDM aforesaid restriction, where the LED number became any even number ≥ 4.
Nevertheless, both [31, 32] still have a constraint on TX LED number (n t ) without giving a clear link between their data rates (R) and n t . As far as we know, there were no systematic studies considering the aforesaid constraints in literature until the authors introduced the fully generalized index-spatial (FGIS) LED modulation in [33] . The FGIS relaxed the aforementioned LEDs number constraint and improved the optical communication system SE by providing an extra spatial domain (SD). Unfortunately, the complex OFDM signal signs barrier in FGIS minimized the effectiveness of the extra SD in improving the system SE. Moreover, it restricted the LED number to be greater than 3.
Here, a novel optical MIMO-OFDM communication modulation scheme termed as extended spatial-index light-emitting diode (ESI-LED) modulation is proposed. The key idea of the proposed ESI-LED is to maximize the LED's indices spatial position (spatial domain) utilization, whereas the optical system SE of the ESI is improved by varying both the power weight allocation and the positions of the complex OFDM time domain components several times over the same active LED indices combination.
According to the aforesaid above concepts, the major contributions of this paper are as follows:
• An efficient ESI-LED modulation scheme is proposed. In contrast to a GLIM-OFDM scheme, there is no barrier to utilize any number of LEDs in ESI-LED as long as n t ≥ 3. Moreover, the attainable data rates of the ESI are semi-nonlinearly proportional to the number of LEDs deployed. The key idea of ESI-LED is to extend the resultant LED indices SD by maximizing the resulting LED combinations, whereas the same active LED indices are utilized many times with different power allocation values for OFDM real and imaginary components. Thus, the LED indices could be distinguished based on the real and imaginary part power allocation. Moreover, the number of active LEDs used for data transmission varies from the state in which only two transmit LEDs are activated to the state in which multiple/all transmit LEDs are activated. This will improve the utilization of the resultant spatial domain, thus the overall system spectral efficiency will be improved.
•
A low complexity maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) estimator is proposed on the ESI receiver side. The MAP estimator in [31] is reformulated to be compatible with ESI-LED, where multiple LEDs or all LED indices are active simultaneously with different OFDM real part power allocations to convey OFDM time domain components. • A general computational complexity (CC) form for both the proposed ESI and the GLIM are derived and tested in the simulation result section. Unlike the GLIM complexity analysis given in [31] , the given CC analysis is derived to support any n t × n r MIMO-LED configurations with/without spatial modulation.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, the system model for the proposed ESI-LED scheme is presented as well as the indoor optical wireless channel model. The simulation results with different scenarios with the receiver CC are introduced in Section 3. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 4.
System Model
In this section, the proposed ESI-LED system structure and its maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) estimator are presented as well as the indoor optical wireless channel model.
The Proposed ESI-LED System
An illustration of the proposed ESI-LED system structure is shown in Figure 1 , where the incoming data bits are split into two separated groups. The first group is formed from N T log 2 (M) bits (data bits), where N T is the OFDM sub-carrier number and M refers to the modulation order. As shown in Figure 1 , the OFDM time domain (OFDM td ) vector c T is generated by applying IFFT on the resultant modulated vector c F . The next group of bits consists of N T log 2 ( n t 4 ) + n t − 2 , which are defined as spatial bits (p), where n t is the number of transmit LEDs and . is the ceiling operator. The OFDM time domain vector c K is conveyed by LED indices that are selected based on both p and the OFDM signal signs information. The LED indices in the proposed ESI-LED are varied from the situation where just two LEDs are activated to the situation where many or all LEDs are activated. The proposed system represents a combination of the traditional fully generalized SM [26] [27] [28] and the optical SM systems which are depending on a fixed number of active LEDs (only two active LEDs). The reliability of the proposed ESI communication channel will be increased by varying the number of transmit LEDs [26] [27] [28] . Figure 1 . The extended spatial-index light emitting diode (ESI-LED) modulation system structure with n t × n r configuration.
In the ESI, all prospective LED indices combinations C are exploited to improve the utilization of the resultant SD. Moreover, to increase the effectiveness of the resultant SD in improving the proposed system SE, the power allocations of the OFDM real part component (c n R ) are also varied q i times over the same active LED indices C i , where q i is equal to the number of the active LEDs in the LEDs combination C i (i.e., q i = n t i when n t i ≥ 3 and q i = 1 when n t i = 2). Hence, there will be ∑ i q i C i available joint LED indices and power allocations combinations. The resultant combinations are split into various G groups, and every group involves four unparalleled combinations to include all four potential likelihoods for OFDM td signs information (i.e., ±c n R ± jc n I ). Thus, the resultant p from the proposed ESI can be given by log 2 (∑ i q i C i /4) (group selection bits), where . denotes the floor process. The extended SM over the joint LED power allocations combinations grouping is proposed in the ESI model, which differs from the traditional SM schemes that utilize the spatial modulation domain over the LED indices only. This would reinforce the SE of the ESI modulation technique. In this context, the maximum achievable data rate of the ESI (R ESI ) could be given as:
where .
. is the binomial operator. Table 1 shows an example for the ESI-LED transmission functionality, where an extra one and two bits per channel use (bpcu) are gained by the ESI-LED system over the FGIS [33] and the GLIM-OFDM [31] , respectively, when n t = 4. Essentially, the proposed ESI-LED scheme achieves SE equal to R ESI = log 2 (M) + 2 bpcu using only four transmit LEDs. In the example, 16 transmitted LEDs are required with the GLIM-OFDM [31] to achieve the same SE under the assumption that there are two spatial bits provided by the GLIM-OFDM [33] , while five transmitted LEDs are needed with the FGIS (R FGIS = log 2 (M) + n t − 3) [33] to achieve the same SE. Table 1 . Example for the ESI-LED transmission mechanism for n t = 4.
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Back to our example as shown in Figure 1 , the data are split into two groups; the OFDM frame data (N T log 2 (M)) and the extended p (N T ( log 2 n t 4 + n t − 2)) and it is equal to 2N T in this example. For example, if the upcoming OFDM time domain signal is c n = c n R − jc n I and the group section are p = {1 0} n , then, as seen in Table 1 , the p = {1 0} n will be used to map c n to the 3rd group. Moreover, based on the c n signs information, the absolute value of the real part (c n R ) will be transmitted over TX LED 1 and TX LED 2 , while the positive unipolar imaginary part c n I will be conveyed over TX LED 4 . Table 2 . Example for the ESI-LED transmission mechanism for n t = 5.
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Another example is shown in Table 2 , where four addition bits (p = 4 bpcu) are gained by the proposed ESI by using only five transmitted LEDs. However, under the assumption of using the same modulation order to achieve the same SE, 7 and 64 transmitted LEDs are needed with FGIS [33] and the GLIM-OFDM [31] , respectively.
For example, if the upcoming OFDM complex time domain (OFDM td ) signal is c n = −c n R + jc n I , and the spatial bits are p = {1 1 0 1} n , then, as seen in Table 2 , the 14th group will be selected. Moreover, the signs of real and imaginary of c n will determine which of the LEDs will become active in the aforesaid selected group. Thus, the 3rd row of the pre-selected 14th group will be selected to convey the data, where the unipolar c n R will be transmitted over TX LED 1 , TX LED 3 and TX LED 5 , while the unipolar imaginary part c n I will be transmitted over TX LED 4 . Finally, the transmission vector of the proposed ESI will be equal to u = c n R /3 0 c n R /3 c n I c n R /3 T , where u ∈ R n t ×1 + ; R n t ×1 + is the indicator for the positive real subspace .
The Maximum a Posteriori Estimator
In general, the transmitted vector u is conveyed over optical wireless channel H ∈ R n r ×n t + and is effected by an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) v ∈ R n r ×1 , where v ∼ N (0, σ 2 n ), and n r is the receiver PD number. The optical MIMO channel can be written as
. . . :
where h n r ,n t represents the channel gain of the optical wireless link between the LEDs (n t ) and PDs (n r ). Thus, the expression of the received signal y ∈ R n r ×1 in the proposed ESI-LED can be expressed as:
where h i R and h i I are the aggregation of active optical wireless channel columns required for transmission the unipolar values of the real and imaginary components of the complex OFDM td , respectively, and, for l th combination C l ⊆ {C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C l , . . . , C 2 p+2 }, they are given by:
where N i R = 1, 2, . . . , n t − 1 is the number of active LEDs for the real part, and h i j is the active channel column for imaginary parts (only one active LED).
In general, the electrical received signal to noise ratio (SNR RX ) [34] is expressed by:
where ζ is the electrical-to-optical conversion coefficient, and it was assumed to be unity [31, 33] , P elec RX is the average received electrical power, and Ica represents the mean emitted optical intensity. By normalizing the M-QAM constellation to have unity power, and at a high value of OFDM subcarriers N T , with the assumption that the power of the OFDM real part is equally divided between the active LEDs, then non-zero elements of the vector u will follow clipped Gaussian distribution. Accordingly, the average electrical power emitted from the active LEDs [31, 33] for either c n R or c n I is given by:
where u(υ) and δ(υ) be the unit step and Dirac delta function, respectively. Full knowledge of the optical channel state information (CSI) at the system receiver is presumed [31] [32] [33] . Thus, for a certain joint power allocation and LED indices (i.e., the LED indices for both the real part i R , and for the imaginary part i I ), the conditional maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation for the valuesĉ n R andĉ n I [31, 33] can be written as follows:
where P (c n R ,c n I /y) is the conditional probability density function( p.d. f .) ofc n R andc n I when y is known. By considering the independence betweenc n R , andc n I , (10) and by utilizing the Bayes' rule, Equation (10) can be rewritten as follows:
Since P (y/c n R ,c n I ) ∼ N (h i Rc n R + h i Ic n I , v) (note that the constants in (11) are ignored since they are not effected on the estimation process),
After taking the logarithm of Equation (12),
where M MAP (.) is the MAP estimation metric and it is given by:
By using the same analysis as in [31, 33] , Equation (14) can be written as
where
To solve (13), the first order derivative of (15) with respect toc n R , andc n I is equating to zero, then the solution can be written as
where [a] + = max(0, a).
It is worth mentioning here that, due to the transmitted signals of the proposed ESI, the FGIS [33] , and the GLIM-OFDM [31] have the same distributions (i.e., clipped Gaussian probability density function), therefore the above MAP derived analysis is almost the same as the MAP derived analysis given in [31, 33] . However, there is a major difference between the proposed ESI-LED and both FGIS [33] and the GLIM-OFDM [31] in the cardinality size of the spatial domain (group selection bits). In the proposed ESI-LED, the power allocation of the OFDM real part competent is exploited (varied) along with the active LED indices to improve the utilization of LED spatial domain.
To determine the active channel (LEDs) for both the real component i R and the imaginary component i I as well as the estimatedc n R andc n I , all the output (results) from (17) are found for all prospective joint power allocations i R and i I combinations (see Tables 1 and 2 Finally, the actual estimation ofc n R ,c n I ,ĩ R , andĩ I can be found by c n R ,c n I ,ĩ R ,ĩ I = arg min
Having obtained these estimates, the transmitted p are estimated by locating the group G in which the joint power allocationĩ R , andĩ I are located. Finally, the OFDM signs information are estimated based on power allocationĩ R , andĩ I .
Indoor Optical Wireless Channel Model
In a typical VLC system, the optical signals emitted from the LEDs are conveyed over an optical MIMO channel. Because of some negative attributes of the VLC channels (i.e., reflection, diffusion, interference, movement, and noise), the channel causes loss, fading, and distortion of the transmitted signal [35] . This loss must be as small as possible since it affects the transmission rate directly. Therefore, it is important to understand the response of different VLC channels well. Evaluating the channel impulse response (CIR) of the VLC systems is a difficult job as its received power is associated with the optical channel parameters [31] .
Since the visible light signal at any point consists of a line of sight (LOS) signal as well as a contribution from number of reflections by walls or objects in the room (i.e., Non-LOS), to evaluate the total gain of indoor VLC channel, the VLC channel model in [36] was exploited in [31, 32] as it is focused on the limited number of reflections (i.e., up to 2nd order).
In general, the channel gains of optical link between certain LED and the PD can be expressed as [28, 31] 
where m = −ln(2)/ln(cos(Φ 1/2 )) is the order of Lambertian emission expressing directivity of the source beam, Φ 1/2 is the semi-angle of the LED, A r is the PD area, R p is the responsivity of PD and it always takes as unity, φ r,t , ψ r,t are the angles of irradiance and incidence, respectively, d r,t is the distance between the LED t , and the PD r and Ψ 1/2 is the semi-angle of PD (i.e., field of view (FOV)). Moreover, the LED maximum transmitted optical power can be expressed as
where X(t) is the instantaneous transmitted optical power. Thus, the average received optical power P r at the PDs can be estimated by
The channel model (19) was limited to the assumption of a Lambertian source and did not consider the effect of reflections. Thus, the physical channel modeling approach in [37] has been introduced, whereas the VLC channels were modeled based on the ray-tracing based approaches that take into account precisely effects of propagation environment, light sources, and detectors (i.e., objects, FOV, etc.). However, the same setup configurations that were used in [31] are considered in this paper, where a 4 × 4 MIMO-VLC scheme was used for ease of demonstration as shown in Figure 2 . The physical VLC channel parameters of the simulation environment are summarized in Table 3 , which contains the coordinates of the luminaries and PDs for three different configurations as shown in Figure 2 . In configuration (config) A, the PDs are located in the center of the table with 0.1 m distance between each, while, in configuration B, the PDs are located in the corner of the table with 0.8 m distance between each. Both luminaries and PDs are assumed in a vertical position in aforesaid configurations; in contrast, in configuration C, the PDs are located in the center of the table with distance 0.1 m between each other, but rotated by 45 • in the xy-plane and titled by 60 • in the yz-plane, where it can increase the LOS link strength. These parameters are used to obtain the CIR between each transmitter and receiver. [31] . 
Parameters Values
Dimensions
Simulation Results and Computational Complexity
In the following, the ESI-LED efficiency is evaluated and compared with the FGIS [33] and the GLIM [31] performances. Here, we used the same simulation parameters used with the GLIM-OFDM systems [31, 33] . Moreover, as a fair comparison, the GLIM-OFDM system architecture is adapted to support the operation of the spatial modulation along with its conventional functions.
The conventional GLIM-OFDM was first introduced in [31] to support simultaneous transmission of the complex time-domain OFDM signal (i.e., ± c n R ± jc n I ) over the optical channel, whereas four LEDs were used (two LEDs for the real part ± c n R and the other two for the imaginary part ± jc n I ) to convey both the values and the signs information of the complex OFDM signal. However, this adds restrictions on the LED number of the GLIM-OFDM transmitter side (i.e., LED number must be equal 2 i , i = 2, 3, 4, . . .). Then, in [32] , a new LED grouping technique was introduced to relax the GLIM LED number problem to be equal to i ≥ 4 and i is an even number. Therefore, to make the GLIM-OFDM support the SM along with its normal functionality, the GLIM-OFDM structure/functionality is adapted (without major changes in its architecture) as follows.
All possible LED indices on the TX side of the GLIM-OFDM (n t ) are split into distinct sets with each set involving four unparalleled combinations to include all four potential likelihoods for OFDM td signs information (i.e., ± c n R ± jc n I ). Thus, a S = log 2 (n t /4) extra bits (group selection) will be produced, and the new rate of the GLIM-OFDM in the above case can be given by
Achievable Data Rate (R)
The achievable data rate (R) of the proposed ESI-LED modulation scheme (3) under the assumption of very high SNR values is evaluated and compared with both the GLIM [31] and FGIS [33] rates at different n t . Here, a modulation of 4-QAM is presumed to be applied on this test. As Figure 3 illustrates, the GLIM can not work when the number of transmit LEDs below four, since it does not have a sufficient number of unique LED indices to include all four potential likelihoods for OFDM td signs information, while the proposed ESI and the FGIS [33] are working with only three LEDs. Moreover, Figure 3 shows that the proposed ESI scheme achieves a semi-nonlinear incremental relationship in its R with respect to the n t , while the FGIS achieves linear increment. Hence, for n t = 9, ESI gains SE of 11 bpcu, while GLIM and FGIS attain only 4 and 8 (i.e., log 2 (M) + n t − 3 [33] ) bpcu, respectively. Therefore, the proposed ESI can provide a higher SE value compared to the inferior SE value provided by the GLIM or FGIS. Figure 3 . The proposed ESI, the GLIM [31] , and the FGIS [33] achievable data rates at very high SNR.
Average Bit Error Rate (ABER) Performance
In this subsection, the average bit error rate (ABER) of the proposed ESI is examined and compared with both the GLIM [31] and the FGIS [33] . Herein, the same simulation parameters and the same three physical channels that were used in [31, 33] are used, whereas the parameters (channel matrices) of the three physical channels were estimated based on the geometric configuration of LEDs and PD locations shown in Figure 2 . Actually, in our simulations, we followed the same configuration setup given in [31] [32] [33] . Thus, the proposed ESI modulation scheme is tested and compared to the GLIM system [31, 32] , under the same configuration setup (i.e., Figure 2 ) with the same three channels given in [31, 32] , whereas the three channel models are estimated from this configuration setup and they are named physical channels A, B, and C. In general, the resultant three indoor VLC channels can be classified into three categories: first, the weakest correlation H P A that is far from being a diagonal matrix; second, the modest correlation H P B ; third, H P C that is considered to have the strongest diagonal structure (weak correlated channels) [31] . In other words, the configuration setup was chosen to cover many of the channel correlation cases (high, medium, and low correlation) as it was reported in [31] , which was refracted on proposed ESI and the GLIM performances. The complete information about the aforementioned configuration setup is given in [31] . Although the distance between PDs seems to not be practical for some applications (i.e., d PDs = 0.1 m), but with the state-of-the-art current and future micro/nano electronics LED/PD technologies [38, 39] , the distance between PDs could be shrunk to be practical (with a little effect on the channel correction).
However, two various scenarios with several MIMO-LED configuration are presumed. In the first scenario, the same order of modulation (M) is presumed to be utilized with the ESI, GLIM, and FGIS, whilst various MIMO-LED number (configuration) are utilized to fulfill the same SE. In the second scenario, the proposed ESI, GLIM, and FGIS are presumed to apply the same transmit MIMO-LED configuration, whilst various M are used to fulfill the same SE.
Scenario 1: The same modulation order with different MIMO-LED configuration. In this scenario, the proposed ESI and the GLIM systems are tested with their row version i.e., the ESI is tested with 3 × 3 LED configuration without any spatial data and the GLIM is tested with 4 × 4 LED configuration. In both systems, modulation orders of M = 4 , M = 8, and M = 16 are used to fulfill a spectral efficiency of 2, 3, and 4 bpcu, respectively. Since it was reported in [33] that the 3 × 3 FGIS captured the same ABER performance of the 4 × 4 GLIM, the ABER performances of the proposed ESI and the GLIM are considered only in this scenario. Figure 4a -c show the ABER of the both ESI and the GLIM for the physical channels, A, B, and C [31, 33] . With each channel, 2, 3, and 4 bpcu, SEs are examined using the aforementioned MIMO-LED configurations. As it can be noticed from Figure 4 , the SNR that needed to achieve the same ABER for the channels A, B, and C is varied, this owing to the correlation nature of the three channels, whereas channel A is the most correlated channel and channel B is the modest correlated one, while channel C is the most diagonal channel (less correlated). To achieve the aforementioned SEs, MIMO-LEDs of 4 × 4 are needed with the GLIM while only 3 × 3 are used with ESI. Despite this, the results show that the proposed ESI captures almost the same ABER performances GLIM as shown in Figure 4 .
Note that the three 3 × 3 MIMO physical channels that are used with the proposed ESI are just 3 × 3 sub-matrices of three 4 × 4 physical channels A, B, and C given in [31, 33] , and each 3 × 3 sub-matrix is chosen randomly from its corresponding 4 × 4 channel matrix.
Scenario 2: The same MIMO-LED configuration with different modulation orders to achieve the same SE.
In this scenario, two different tests are conducted, where the first test MIMO-LED configuration of 5 × 5 is used with the proposed ESI, the GLIM, and the FGIS systems, to achieve SE of 4 and 6 bpcu. Likewise, the same three physical channels A, B, and C are used in this scenario as shown in Figure 5a -c, respectively. However, a modulation order of M = 16 and M = 4 is exploited with the GLIM and the FGIS system, respectively, to fulfill an SE of 4 bpcu, while the ESI needs no modulation to fulfill the same SE. The SD was only exploited in the proposed ESI to convey data. In other words, the space shift keying (SSK) modulation concept [40] is used, whereas a predefined fixed dummy signal δ was transmitted on the active LED indices as a label to distinguish between the active and non-active LED indices. Therefore, a simple maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) is used with the proposed ESI in this scenario instead of the MAP (10). However, the MLE with the fixed dummy signal δ is given by˜
where δ is the active LED indices and N δ = 1, . . . , n t 2 .
1.E-4
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1.E-2 [31] and FGIS [33] at the same MIMO-LED configurations, but with different modulation orders (M) to achieve the same SE for three physical channels A, B and C.
Note that the 5 × 5 LEDs configuration in GLIM [31] is the same as 4 × 4, as only four out of five LEDs are used and the 5th LED will be idle [31, 32] . On average, for the SE of 4 bpcu, the proposed ESI introduced 4.5, 5.1, and 4.5 dB saving compared to the GLIM, while it introduced 1, 0.75, and 0.45 dB saving compared to the FGIS as shown in Figure 5a -c, respectively. To achieve an SE of 6 bpcu in the same test (i.e., with LED configuration of 5 × 5), a modulation order of M = 64 and M = 16 are used with the GLIM and the FGIS, respectively, while a modulation order of M = 4 is used with the proposed ESI to fulfill the same SE (log 2 (M) + 4). However, the simulation results furtherly manifest the superiority of the proposed ESI compared to the GLIM and the FGIS systems as it provides about 4.5 dB average saving compared to the GLIM while it introduced 3.75 dB average saving compared to the FGIS as shown in Figure 5 .
In the second test in this scenario, 8 × 8 LEDs configuration is applied on the proposed ESI, the conventional GLIM system, and the FGIS system to achieve an SE of 7 bpcu. Therefore, a modulation order of M = 64 QAM is used with the GLIM to satisfy the 7 bpcu spectral efficiency (log 2 (64) + 1 spatial bit). Furthermore, a modulation order of M = 4 QAM is used with the FGIS (log 2 (4) + 5), while the proposed ESI used no modulation information just the spatial bits (2) by applying the SSK concept [40] . Likewise, the same aforementioned MLE decoder (23) is used with the proposed ESI. Therefore, the proposed ESI introduces about 5.2 and 3.7 dB saving over the GLIM and the FGIS, respectively, for the three physical channels A, B, and C as shown in Figure 6a -c.
The above-mentioned result exhibits the flexibility and the practicability of the ESI. Moreover, this scenario concludes that the ESI achieves significantly better ABER performance than GLIM and the FGIS systems. This is owing to the use of a lower modulation order and the SSK concept with MLE decoder (23) with the proposed ESI compared to all the considered schemes. (c) Physical channel C . Figure 6 . Scenario 2 test 2 ABER of the proposed ESI compared to GLIM [31] and FGIS [33] at the same MIMO-LEDs configurations, but with different modulation orders to achieve the same SE for three physical channels A, B, and C.
Computational Complexity
In this section, the computational complexity analyses (CC) of the proposed ESI receiver is evaluated and compared to the FGIS and conventional GLIM-OFDM receivers CC. The CC of ESI receiver is given by calculating the total number of the real multiplication (RM) and real summation (RS) that are required at its decoder. The main difference between the computational complexity of the proposed ESI or FGIS and GLIM is in the number of real operations required to calculate (h i R ) in (7) , and the CC of the MAP metric to determine the indices of the active LEDs. Based on [31] , there is no need to compute all the variables in (16) as the optical indoor channel is a time-invariant channel and the indoor VLC channel state information is assumed to be known at the receiver side. Thus, the only parameters that need to be computed are just two parameters C and D in (16) . To estimate the real channel path gains in (17) , C, and D are computed for every received OFDM subcarrier, while the other parameters i.e., A, B, and E are pre-computed for all possible LED indices (ĩ R , andĩ I ) and stored in the receiver.
For fair comparison, the CC of the proposed ESI, the FGIS, and the GLIM [31] must be estimated at the same achievable data rate R. Therefore, at the same modulation order M, the proposed ESI, the FGIS, and the GLIM must have the same p to achieve the same R. However, different MIMO LED configurations are employed with ESI, the FGIS, and the GLIM to achieve the same p, where, at a modulation order of 2, i.e., M = 4, a 4 × 4 MIMO LED configuration is needed for the proposed ESI to achieve a rate of 4 bpcu (R = 4), while 5 × 5 and 16 × 16 MIMO LEDs are needed with the FGIS and GLIM, respectively, to achieve the same rate R at the same M as shown in Figure 3 .
For the proposed ESI with p, there will be 2 p+2 possible joint power allocation and LED combinations (ĩ R , andĩ I ) with n t ESI × n r ESI MIMO LED configuration. Thus, the number of real summation (RS) and number of real multiplication (RM) needed to decode any OFDM subcarrier (N t i ) are dependent on RS and RM needed to find C, and D in (16) plus the number of RS and RM needed to estimate the active LED indices i.e.,ĩ R , andĩ I .
To find C and D in (16) , the number of RS and RM needed are 2 p+2 (n t ESI n r ESI ) and 2 p+2 (2n r ESI + 3), respectively. RS and RM are computed based on the values of C and D in (16) , where the value of N i R is set to be equal to n t ESI , which gives the upper limit for RS and RM. Moreover, to estimate the active LED indices i.e.,ĩ R , andĩ I (17) under the same aforesaid assumptions, a 2 p+2 × 4 and a 2 p+2 × 8 RS and RM are needed, respectively. Therefore, the total number RS and RM needed to decode an OFDM symbol with N T subcarrier are given as follows:
where 4log 2 (N T ) and 4N T log 2 (N T ) are the number of RS and RM needed for decoding the OFDM symbol, respectively. Likewise, the FGIS [33] CC (the total number RS and RM) can be estimated by the same aforementioned Equations (24) and 25), as the FGIS and the proposed ESI decoders have the same working mechanism. However, the computational complexity of FGIS is larger than the CC of the proposed ESI because the FGIS needs more LEDs to fulfill the same SE of the proposed ESI.
The number of RS and RM of the conventional GLIM were RS = β(n r + 4)N T + 4log 2 (N T ), and RM = β(2n r + 11)N T + 4N T log 2 (N T ) [31] , respectively, where β = 4 is the GLIM indices combinations and n r = 4, which gives RS = 32N T + 4log 2 (N T ), and RM = 76N T + 4N T log 2 (N T ) [31] .
Since the GLIM was adapted in [33] to support spatial modulation with its normal functionality, the computational complexity of the GLIM with p can be given by
where n r GLI M is the PD number at the GLIM receiver, and it is equal to the number of LEDs n t GLI M on the GLIM transmitter side. Note that, at the same p, the number of LEDs n t GLI M at the GLIM transmitter side is much bigger than the proposed ESI transmitter side or n t GLI M >> n t ESI .
In accordance with the above CC analysis, the number of operations (NoO) for both the proposed ESI, the FGIS, and the GLIM are evaluated and compared against different numbers of p ( i.e., different achievable data rate). The NoO of both the ESI, the FGIS, and the GLIM are piloted with OFDM subcarriers equal to N T = 256 against different values of spatial bits i.e., 0, 2, 4, and 6 as shown in Figure 7a -d, respectively.
At p = 0 spatial bits, the GLIM, FGIS, and ESI were achieved R = log 2 (M) bpcu data rate, while they used different MIMO configurations i.e., the GLIM, FGIS, and ESI used 4 × 4, 3 × 3, and 3 × 3 MIMO LEDs configurations, respectively. Under the aforesaid parameters, the computational complexity of proposed ESI is the same as the CC of the FGIS since they used the same 3 × 3 MIMO LEDs. However, ESI and FGIS are 40% higher than the GLIM as shown in Figure 7a , while the computational complexity margin between the ESI and the GLIM is reduced to 20% as the spatial bit increased (i.e., p = 2) as shown in Figure 7b . Moreover, the ESI achieves about 12% CC reduction compared to the FGIS as shown in Figure 7b . However, the proposed ESI CC improved compared to the FGIS and GLIM computational complexity as the number of spatial bits increases. For example, the NoO of ESI reduced by 51%, and 80% compared to the GLIM as shown in Figure 7c ,d, respectively, while it reduced by 40%, and 55% compared to the FGIS as shown in Figure 7c ,d, respectively.
On average, the CC of the proposed ESI is reduced by 30% and 77.5% compared to the FGIS and GLIM, respectively, as Figure 7 shows. This is back-dated to the different nature of increment of the MIMO LEDs branches in ESI, FGIS, and GLIM, where the number of MIMO LEDs branches is increased exponentially with the increment of the spatial bits in the GLIM (see (22) , while it increases linearly with the FGIS and semi-linearly in the proposed ESI.
For instance, the GLIM needs theoretically 16 × 16, 64 × 64, and 256 × 256 MIMO-LED configurations to achieve spatial bits of p = 2, p = 4, and p = 6 bpcu, respectively. Furthermore, the FGIS needs a 5 × 5, 7 × 7, and 9 × 9 MIMO-LED configurations to achieve spatial bits of p = 2, p = 4, and p = 6 bpcu, respectively, while the proposed ESI needs 4 × 4, 5 × 5, and 7 × 7 MIMO-LEDs configurations to achieve the same aforementioned spatial bits, respectively.
Since, according to (24)-(27) the number of LEDs-MIMO branches is the main player in CC analysis, CC of the GLIM increases exponentially compared to the CC of the proposed ESI as shown in Figure 7 . Figure 7 . Computational complexity of the proposed ESI compared with the CC of the FGIS [33] and the GLIM [31] at different achievable data rates: (a) log 2 (M) (zero spatial bits); (b) log 2 (M) + 2 (two spatial bits); (c) log 2 (M) + 4 (four spatial bits) and (d) log 2 (M) + 6 (six spatial bits).
Conclusions
The extended spatial-index LED (ESI-LED) modulation scheme for the optical MIMO-OFDM was proposed in this paper. In the proposed ESI, there are no restrictions on the number of LEDs (i.e., any number of LEDs greater than or equal three can be used). Moreover, the proposed ESI is spectrally efficient optical wireless modulation scheme, where its obtainable data rates are semi-nonlinearly increased with n t (LEDs number). The main ESI connotation is to use variable power allocations with a changeable LED indices to convey information, whereas the LED number that is used for data conveyance is changed from the state where only two LED indices are selected to the state where multiple LED indices are selected. At the same time, a variable power allocation of the OFDM real competent is exploited over the same active LED indices. This gives an extra degree of freedom to expand the LED indices spatial domain, which improves the SE of the ESI over GLIM and the FGIS. Moreover, a simple and efficient MAP estimator was proposed for the ESI to cope with the variation on the channel paths (LEDs) number and the real part power allocation. Furthermore, the proposed ESI computational complexity is much better than the GLIM computational complexity especially at the high value of spatial bits. Finally, the simulation results illustrate the ESI efficiency, as it achieves up to 5.2 and 3.7 dB SNR saving compared to the GLIM and the FGIS systems, respectively. 
